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Editorial on the Research Topic

Duetting and turn-taking patterns of singing mammals: from genes to
vocal plasticity, and beyond
One of the greatest challenges in evolutionary biology is tracing back the origins of

human speech in the absence of fossilized vocal sounds. Since Darwin’s (1871) landmark

treatise on the evolution of spoken language and music, the search for phylogenetic

precursors of these two intimately connected fields has remained a major endeavor of

scientific research (ten Cate and Honing, 2023).

As a prime signaling channel, acoustic communication is above all socially interactive

and can take many forms in the animal kingdom, thus providing an evolutionary substrate

for the emergence of human musicality and conversational speech (Snowdon et al., 2015;

Levinson, 2016; Snowdon, 2017, 2021; Savage et al., 2020); it is also a useful system for

understanding the evolutionary processes that shape phenotypic variation. In the wake of a

Research Topic entitled “Turn-taking in Human Communicative Interaction” (Holler et al.,

2015), the present collection of 13 articles brings together 47 authors who share ideas, data

and methods on the theme of vocal duetting (i.e., a coordinated vocal exchange between

two individuals who alternate and/or overlap their contributions) and turn-taking (i.e., a

vocal exchange based on active overlap avoidance between individuals who take turns as

callers and listeners) in singing mammals.

Approximately 6,400 living species of mammals populate Earth (Burgin et al., 2018). Of

those that have been the subject of detailed bioacoustics analyses, only few have evolved the

capacity for singing and fewer still have been reported to coordinate song (i.e., a string of

modulated vocal sounds delivered in a predictable pattern), either as an intra- or intersexual

display (Figure 1). Arguably, the champions are the “singing primates” (De Gregorio et al.,

2022), an assemblage of ~70 arboreal species – roughly 14% of all extant primates –

distributed in Southeast Asia (tarsiers, aMentawai langur, gibbons and siamang), Madagascar

(indri, Milne-Edward’s sportive lemur) and South America (titi monkeys).
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While distinct phenotypes of coordinated acoustic signaling

have been identified in a wide range of organisms (Pika et al., 2018;

de Reus et al., 2021), a robust link between duetting, a long-lasting

pair bond, and a non-migratory lifestyle marked by year-round

territoriality is found primarily in homeothermic animals. To what

extent these differences in communicative abilities are driven by

genes, experience and the environment remains an active area of

research. Notably, significant progress has been made by expanding

the stage of experimentation to the emitter-receiver taken as the

unit of investigation. Indeed, recent technological advances such as

wireless dual recordings of vocalizations and concomitant brain

activity can be considered as the gold standard to investigate social

coordination in mammals (Rose et al., 2021), let alone the
Frontiers in Ecology and Evolution 02
promising expectations from the field of Artificial Intelligence

(Rutz et al., 2023).

Collectively, the contributions to this Frontiers Research Topic

cover the four questions fundamental to behavioral research,

namely causation, ontogeny, function and evolution. A final

section is devoted to machine learning techniques with the goal

of supporting primate conservation efforts.
1 Overview

Two articles introduce the Research Topic. Adret’s mini-review

provides a concise synthesis of developmental plasticity in the
FIGURE 1

Ortho-phylogenetic tree of placental mammals (modified from Foley et al., 2023, with permission from the authors). Highlighted in red are mammalian
genera endowed with species that have the ability to sing. Note that we consider howling in canids as a song-like vocalization performed as a duet by
mated pairs or as a group chorus. In non-primate mammals, song appears to be a male prerogative (except in canids) leading some species to engage
in intra-sexual counter-singing. Asterisks denote taxa in which mated pairs produce coordinated songs. The red dotted line corresponds to the
Tarsiiformes, not included in the phylogenetic analysis of Foley et al. (2023). Where taxa differed from those originally reported in Foley et al. (2023), we
elected the terminal branch which was most closely-related phylogenetically. Red numbers on the outer ring of the cladogram specify the relevant
literature: 1- Mehr et al. (2019); 2- Geissmann (2002); 3- Tilson and Tenaza (1976); 4- Caselli et al. (2014); Adret et al. (2018); 5- Shekelle et al. (2019);
6- Méndez-Cárdenas and Zimmermann (2009); 7- Pollock (1986); 8- Somers (1973); 9- Amaya et al., (2016); 10- Emmons (1981); 11- Eisenberg (1974);
12- Holy and Guo (2005); 13- Rutovskaya (2020); 14- Banerjee et al. (2019); 15- Miller and Engstrom (2007); 16- Bolles (1988); 17- Ray et al. (1969); Fitch
(2006); 18- Thomas and Golladay (1996); 19- Sjare et al. (2003); 20- Koler-Matznik et al. (2003); 21- Stafford et al. (2012); 22- Payne and McVay (1971);
23- Buchan et al. (2014); 24- Behr and von Helversen (2004); Bohn et al. (2009); 25- Demartsev et al. (2017); 26- Rosti et al. (2020).
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coordinated songs of songbirds and singing primates. The broad

relevance of linking duetting behavior and its neural underpinnings

is made. Similarities and differences between the two fields of

research are highlighted to help guide ongoing research. In a

perspective article, Vanderhoff and Bernal Hoverud focus on the

coordinated vocal exchanges of non-primate mammals, pointing

out inconsistencies in term usage such as duetting, antiphony,

counter-singing and turn-taking. Moving on, the authors present

a case study from the elusive South-American bamboo rats and

encourage researchers to search for more examples of mammals

that communicate via coordinated vocalizations.
2 Causation

In a thought-provoking contribution, Ravignani et al.

hypothesize on the role of the corpus callosum (CC) in

facilitating turn-taking and duetting (TTD) behavior in mammals.

Drawing on similarities from animal behavior, language and music,

the authors argue that CC and TTD likely co-evolved to speed up

interhemispheric communication during vocal exchanges in

eutherian mammals. They propose to test this hypothesis by

comparing CC size in duetting and non-duetting pairs of closely

related mammalian species.
3 Ontogeny

Four articles compose this section. Abreu and Pika thoroughly

review the development and acquisition of turn-taking skills in non-

human mammals. Using a top-down approach, the authors

highlight four building blocks of conversational speech and

identify research biases and gaps after methodically sifting key-

articles in this emerging system. The authors pinpoint fruitful

research avenues to stir more interest in this field that will

improve our understanding of turn-taking for language evolution.

Following a decade of field recordings collected from eight family

groups of indris (Indri indri) in Madagascar, De Gregorio et al.

track the social dynamics underlying this unique lemur song

display, which combines elements of solo singing, duetting and

chorusing. The authors report a clear stochastic process of vocal

turns resulting from non-random dyads between group members.

Interestingly, the study provides evidence that each parent alters its

singing while interacting with an offspring. In a singular paper, Yi

et al. highlight the occurrence of co-singing episodes between

offspring and mothers in a “non-duetting” gibbon, Hylobates

moloch. Twelve consecutive years of field observations revealed

that these joint vocalizations are transiently expressed from two to

seven years of age, with striking sex differences, after which mature

individuals produce only sex-specific solo songs. Working in

captive settings, Hradec et al. undertake an analysis of adult male

songs in the Southern yellow-cheeked gibbon, Nomascus gabriellae.

The authors highlight structural differences between unpaired and

paired males although further studies are needed to disentangle the

respective effects of age and social status on song structure.
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4 Function

Two articles make up this section. Dolotovskaya and Heymann

investigate the adaptive value of duetting with an observational

study of six groups of coppery titi monkeys, Plecturocebus cupreus,

from Peruvian Amazon. A systematic mapping of duet records

during periods of female receptivity, gestation, and lactation allows

the researchers to combine their data with relevant ecological

variables. The ensuing multifactorial analyses support a resource

defense mechanism as opposed to a mate guarding strategy.

Experimenting at the National Primate Research Center in Davis

(California, USA), Lau et al. provide preliminary data on duet song

perception in female coppery titi monkeys, Plecturocebus cupreus.

Audio playback tests conducted both before and after pairing reveal

noticeable behavioral and hormonal changes linked to the

reproductive cycle. The work adds an important component to

the broad picture of primate duetting, especially from the

listener perspective.
5 Evolution

Two articles cover this section. The evolution of signal design is

central to the Comella et al. article focusing on the duets of Gursky’s

spectral tarsiers, Tarsius spectrumgurskyae, a nocturnal basal

haplorrhine from Indonesia. Using unsupervised clustering

methods, the authors show that individual pairs possess highly

graded, sex-specific note repertoires, subject to morpho-

physiological constraints between the rate of syllable repetition

and note bandwidth. Such acoustic tradeoffs might represent one

example of “species-universals” in vocal communication.

Transcending the mechanistic view of duetting, Kaplan takes a

multi-disciplinary and multimodal approach in formulating a

“prosocial theory” for the evolution of human language. The

author argues that the switch from self- to other-oriented

behavior required expanding both cognitive and affective skills to

foster intentional cooperation after social bonding has already been

established. Within this framework, both gestural and vocal

coordination were paramount to the emergence of human language.
6 Techniques

Passive acoustic monitoring (PAM) utilizes autonomous

sensors for population surveys on broad spatial-temporal scales.

On this basis, Clink et al. develop and test a machine learning

approach for the automated detection and classification of female

great calls in the Northern-grey gibbon, Hylobates funereus, on

Malaysian Borneo. While performance of the open-source code for

call detection was found satisfactory, the unsupervised clustering

algorithm performed sub-optimally, thus impacting the ability to

reliably discriminate individual females in the local population.

Nonetheless, the proposed workflow constitutes a valuable effort on

which further studies can build on. In a companion article using

PAM, van Kuijk et al. investigate source level and detection range of
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duet songs in the cryptic red titi monkey, Plecturocebus discolor, of

the Ecuadorian Amazon. To extract the target signal from audio

recordings, the researchers apply a supervised template-based

detection algorithm, which, compared with manual detection,

significantly sped up data processing and will serve to implement

future PAM studies of titi monkeys.

In conclusion, time will tell whether this Research Topic

successfully achieved its goal to serve as a springboard for more

empirical work in our quest to unravel pressing issues.
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